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Star t ing from the proposal of Hartle and Hawking about the ground

a ta te wave functions of the universe, we propose a def ini t ion of the entropy

of the ur.ivjrsj and derive i t s form in a special case in which the matter

denaity of the universe ia coti3t<int. The resu l t shows that our proposal is

reasonable and worth further study.
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INTRODUCTION

A promising approach to quantum gravity may be the Euclidean path

integral formalism of Hawking et al. ' In this formalism, all phygiaal

quantities auch a.a amplitudes of field propagators and 3 matrix elenenta

can ba expressed as the Lorentaian analytio oontinuation of the Euclidean

path integral. By inspiration of this approaoh and in view of the analogy

between the ground states of quantum gravity and Minkoiokian quantuffl

Hartle ani Hawking ' proposed that the ground state of the universe oan be

expressed ag;

j

where the path integral aums up over all oonfigurations of g »n,i i on

/Xv r

a l l compact 4-3 manifolda which have a 3-D spa t ia l boundary JJ on whioh

g; and >̂ take on the reduced form h. . and <t>, respect ive ly .

The Buolidean lotion of gravitation and matter fields has

the form

1= Uf{-2A)dx + surface term (1.2)

where A is the oosmologioal constant and L i3 the matter Lagrangian

By use of the canonioal Hamiltonian formulation, one can derive

t'15 90-callad Wheeler—De Witt equation which i3 just like the Sohrb'dinger

equation:

~ i i x C At>
and the momentum constraint:

(1-4)

= o

where we have taken the Planok length squared — to be equal to unit.

C '

The wave functions of the universe have been calculated or

computed in many casea using finite dimensional ffliniguperapaoe

approximation ^.



Moreover, the full guperspaoe formulation has been achieved by Halliwell
2)

and Hawking y and the oase of da Sitter spaoe with a black hole was
considered by Pang and Li

quite promising.

, 3). All these works show that thia approaoh is

'•&a may find that there is an analogy between the wave function
of the ground state of the universe and.the partition function of a
statistical system of quantum field*, at finite temperature. The partilion
function Z(B) is

(1-5)

where the Euolidean path integral suni3 up over 4-D manifolds 3 xM,, the
1 -J

circumference of 3 is (j> , while the Euolidean aotion of matter fields is

£1.6}

In eq. (1.6) matter fields oji satisfy Kubo—Martin—3chwinger boundary
condition, i . e . they are periodic if they are Bose fields <£ (x,0) = /(*,£}),
antiperiodic if thgy are Fermi fields <p(x,O) = -<^.(i,p). 30 one oan fix
a surfaceE on 3 iM at a givan tine t , and then faotorize the path integral
into: B > ( i , t ) = Dj,(ic)Do^(i,t), where D ( i , t ) integrates over all
configurations of ^i(i,t) which take on the form^j(i) bosons and ~<p (1) for
fermione on the surface 2• Thus we define a partition funotion depending on
«pfx) and Qi

(1-7)

and aq. (1>5) then becomes

(1.8)

Apparently, Z (^,^.) doe3 not depend on the choice of t , this
fact ig correspondent with the quantity of^equilibrium system. Z(rj, 5*)
±3 nothing but the diagonal element of e"T i > S i / J , | eip(-^

One may now recognize tha+ the HaT-tle.-Hawki ng wave funotion
squared is just like Z( (J. , f (1)). m fact, f u

(I-?)

This integral is taken over compact manifolds without boundary which have

an interaurface Z , thus we define

and cosmological partition funotion

(1.10)

(1.11)

If A(<f>) is a physical quantity, dependent on s£(x), in both
cases of thermal field theory and quantum cosmology, the averages, of A

is the expectation of A when h

( 1 ' 1 2 )

.
In statistical mechanics, ono defines the entropy of a system

where

by

(1-13)

Being analogous to thia definition, the "ooamologioal*»stropy"

of the universe oan be defined in the game way. The probleo is how to

choose the parameters Iik3 ̂ . Without doubt, the set of these parameterg

must be a get of funotiong of h .t because the dimension of (1 ia length,

juat like the measure of geometry, we oan take these parameters to be h,..

At last we define the oosmologioal entropy 3 as follows

(1.14)

where the Boltzmann constant k has been taken to be unity.



II. EVOLUTION OF 3O3MOLOQICAL 3NT3QPY the solution of eq. (2.3) can be obtained

On can derive the evolution of partition function depending on

h. , using the Vhsaler-^Je Witt equation:

(2.1)

Thia equation can be simplified in many oases, for instance,

3-D metric h. . takes the maximal symmetric form on 3 (that t^e

maximal symmetric c:etric can be attached on manifolds of differer.x tt #i

as T recently been proved = A
this symmetry, <5 Z^/fii^ Sh.̂  am at be proportional

SZ /iSh, proportional to

In view of

hh h and

v 1 / 2 \ by l i s : l e calculation, one derive that

{2.2}

Substituting thesa equalities into eq. (2.1), the following
formular without any approximation can he achieved:

( 2 - 3 )

where we have uaed the following definitions:

(2.6)

Xe now aalaulate the evolution of entropy in this maximal

symmetry case.

(2 .7)

- CU

where the differential —r- is denoted as V , From the atiove aauation
da °

we obtain

(2.8)

The first terra on the right-hand side of the above equation ia positive

while -Z»/Zo = (12 J&f (HV-1) + 48/a2<T00>-Z<Pa^ ' e o - ao/2c
providing Z<P^<(12 Jin?)2 (H2a,2-l) + 48Tf4a2 <T(X)). Therefore we
deduce that r- >

5c > 0
# a £2.9)

2^""*) may be callad the gravitional kinetio energy. Henoe, we
oonolude that if the gravitational kinetio energy ia leas than the energy
density of matter, then the ooamologioal entropy will inoieaae as the
universe expands and deoreage when the universe collapses, fhia point of
view supports that of Hawking's.

Ll.-> ~
( 2 - 4 )

If we put l y =• Zi
- I

(2.5)

In the olassical limit, tha time evolution of 3 ia
0

it dt

(2.10)

(;to.) -



Ifhen the radius a of the universe approaches i t s maximum, la /d t = 0,

we have d3 /dt = 0.

III. A SPECIAL CASE Aim ?HE PHYSICAL MEANING OF 30SM0L00ICAL ENTROPY

In this section, we consider a apeoial oage that of the energy

density of matter being constant, and compare the result about entropy

defined here to that in the standard thermal univeras theory.

He can define the average of stress tensor as

(3-1)

CiC*

where i integrates all configurations on compaot manifolds which has

an intersurface 2 o t l i 1 &u\> * a k e n *^e reduced fora h. .. For the
average of T , . in a gravitational background is trace anomaly.

Wo take the claasioal approiimatior;, the first order approximation of

<"T.,,,> is

(2'i)

The index cl- means £IJV ^3 taken to be a classical solution -which

"takes ̂ ccaunti of the correct ion of quantum matte r fields *

In many aagea (e.g. matter fields are conforcnal invariant

scalar 3, photon fields and neutrino fields), due to the quantum correction

of niatter fields, the olaasical solution is a de Sitter ciet̂ ic* Gibbons

and Hawking e ho wed that in this apace ( the vacuum e ipectat ion of ™ mj ̂ -a

(3-4)

where J\ is the effective cosaiologioal constant. In the classical
e

approximation there will be

-7-

(3-5)

2
In eq. (2-3) 'we assume that <P S ia much smaller than

and putting H = 0, etj.(2.3) thus

4
6

(3-6)

There is an analogy between eqs. (2.j) ail(i (3-6)» «8 deduce

that tho effective oosmological constant j^ = A/2, from thia result

mi sq. (3.5) , / i e , A be solved aa follows'.

(3.7)

Thia result ia similar to that of Sef. 6). It is obvioua

that when Aa2/6>1, z"/3<0, 3 >0. The solution of eq. (3-
2.13 2

= p- ' (1-Aacan be eipraased by the Airy function of variable E, = p -

p = A/72J2TT2.
I7 £ j=

2(1-Aa / 6 ) ,

(3-8)

(3-9)

Z ia not positive de f in i t e , for we have to ignore the < P S term;
C rj a

P y
? a

contribution of t^P S ia iiggar than that of <^Tfn^ terra if
introducing eq. (3*9) into ^ P y, we observe that the main

? a

we take a diffn-ent par&seter p' when a >>^ , so eq. (3.6) keeps

i t s fox-in ippro^imately a.r.d the aocffitjient of a term mruat oha.nga i t 3

sign and vulus, thua the aayciptotio fora of the solution of Z ia

j ^ | " " axp (- ^|5J - ' ) with a new coeffioiant p ' different from

£i, i t is positive definite {the asyaptotio form of the wave funation

X being the form similar to eq. (3.9) haa been confirmed in Befa.

4 and 6). We derive the approximate form of entropy 3 using

U!-1A



C3-10)

where pi must ba proportional to A/6 jus t l ike p i a , WB take p '
-1s A/6, hence the entropy density is about

(3-11)

The logarithmic tern>3 both ia eqa. (3.10) and (3>ll) oan be negleoted,

tlW3 this result agrees with that in the standard inflationary universe

model• The logarithmic terms may be explained a9 the gravitational

contribution to entropy, they a?e negative and descending with an

increase in eq. (3-H)- The parameter a oan be determined by detailed

computation. The result of this paper provides ua with an explanation

about the origin of the entropy in the universe.

The conclusion is that our proposal about the definition of

the cosmological entropy is reasonable and perhaps it taay reveal a new

scenario of the development of entropy of the universe, and help us to

probe the mystery of the time arrow providing we study more realiatio

models.
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